Praise for My Date From Hell

"Teens who appreciate humor and spicy romance in their reading will find My Date From Hell is packed with fun interplays between gods, goddesses, mortals, and personal agendas....Add a gay best friend, the wrath of Aphrodite, and an unholy alliance between Zeus and Hades and you have a plot loosely based on the Greek Gods, but with many modern twists and turns....Many an adult fantasy reader will find these sassy romance and encounters refreshingly different and fun."

−D. Donovan, Senior eBook Reviewer, Midwest Book Review

"Rec It? A million times yes. My Date From Hell continues the awesome journey that Sophie is on. If you love snarky girls, swoony gods and delicious banter on almost every page, this is for you."

−Stacee, Adventures of a Book Junkie

“Can Tellulah Darling do what so many authors fail to do -- write a stellar sequel that matches (or surpasses) a first book in a series? The answer is yes, yes she can. Sophie is just the best. Tellulah Darling is a fantastic writer with wit and spunk who breathes so much life into her characters.”
– Jess, *Such a Novel Idea*